To: Interested Parties
From: Sarah Chamberlain, Republican Main Street Partnership President and CEO
Re: The Main Street Agenda Top Takeaways - Let’s Get Something Done

Get Something Done
The American people want Washington, D.C. to stop bickering and get something done. As they face
the challenges that come with the rising cost of gas and groceries, people have grown frustrated and
unimpressed with America’s leadership.
In swing districts…
72%say our country is headed in the wrong direction.
63% disapprove of Joe Biden’s job performance.
79% disapprove of Congress.
85% say America’s standing and reputation in the world is getting weaker.
Republican Main Street Partnership (RMSP) has put together an agenda with practical policy
platforms to tackle the immediate problems American families are seeing each day. A top takeaway people want to see their representatives Get Something Done.

The Agenda
To have any hope of getting something done, RMSP gathered ideas and input from its members to
create a commonsense agenda that can find common ground. To accomplish our goal, the ideas we
considered had to be conservative, mainstream, and easily find common ground across the aisle.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Energy Independence
Getting Back to Work
Fixing the Supply Chain
Keeping our Families Safe
Standing for Freedom on the Global Stage

Tested
We conducted a survey of registered voters across four swing congressional districts (CA-22, NE-02,
OR-05, PA-17), testing solutions in RMSP’s Let's Get Something Done Agenda. The responses were
collected July 12-18th via a text-to-web online platform. The survey is weighted by age, educational
attainment, ethnicity, gender, and congressional district and carries a margin of error ± 3.75%.

Conclusions
These are the policies and framework that Republicans should own - they are solutions Americans
support, that draw a stark contrast to the extremist Democrat agenda.
We need to show the American people that Republicans are solutions-driven hard workers who are
ready to fix this mess. These proven, popular ideas resonate across the country across a broad
political spectrum.

Key Findings
Main Street rewards commonsense conservative values.
The Let’s Get Something Done Agenda enjoys broad support across the political spectrum. Every
single Main Street Agenda statement tested had at least majority support.

The Main Street agenda is popular AND conservative. The agenda scores as mainstream,
conservative, and is persuasive even to fence-sitting persuadable subgroups like independents,
moderates, suburbanites, and college-educated voters.
Example:

